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LAst yeAr my pAternAL grAndmother, ednA  
Howland, asked my father, Don Blauss, to help with 

spring cleaning. While organizing a basement work-
space used by her second husband, Henry Emerson 
Howland, my father discovered a double daguerreo-
type case containing images of a man and woman. 
My grandmother has a wonderful collection of his-
torical photographs of her ancestors, but she had never 
seen this case before, and speculated that the man and 
woman were Henry’s ancestors. Unfamiliar with his 
step-father’s ancestry, my father asked me to investigate 
whether these individuals could be identified.

Henry Emerson10 Howland (Henry Crapo9, Calvin 
Leavitt8, Friend White7, Jonathan6, Samuel5, Samuel4, 
Abraham3, Samuel2, Henry1) was born at Hanson, 
Massachusetts 28 February 1918, the son of Henry 

Crapo Howland (b. 1 June 1879, Hanson) and his 
wife Minnie Smejkel (b. Austria). The case had a 
Massachusetts manufacturer’s label, so Henry’s Austrian 
maternal ancestors were not possibilities. Henry Crapo 
Howland was the son of Calvin Leavitt Howland (b. 21 
August 1845, Hanson) and his second wife Ada Marian 
Crapo (b. 23 December 1854, Bridgewater, Mass.).[1]

The first important discovery was that neither of the 
images were actually daguerreotypes, although they 
were matted in a daguerreotype case. They were ambro-
types. Daguerreotypes were silver-coated copper plates 
with reflective surfaces, often matted with a glass layer. 
Invented in 1839, daguerreotypes had waned in pop-
ularity by 1860. Neither image was printed on metal; 
both were printed on glass. Ambrotypes were developed 
directly onto a plate of glass; rotating the image does not 

Above: Ambrotypes of (probably) Henry Emerson Crapo and wife Isabella Frances (Lannigan/Lankin) Crapo of Bridgewater, 
Mass., circa 1856, taken by photographer L. Bradford Howard, North Bridgewater, Mass. Courtesy of the author.
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cause it to reflect or look like a negative. Ambrotypes 
were invented in 1854 and fell out of fashion around 
1865, providing a narrow window of time for the iden-
tification process.[2]

Photographer’s labels and case manufacturer

The ambrotypes of the couple are single glass panes 
with paper labels reading: “Daguerreotypes, Ambrotypes, 
and Photographs, by L.B. Howard, 
Artist. Rooms, Cor[ner] Main & School 
Streets, N. Bridgewater, Mass.” The 
case has a paper manufacturer label: 
“A.P. Critchlow & Co., Manufacturers 
of Daguerreotype Cases […] inven-
tors of the Composition for the Union 
Case[...] Patent applied for.”

These labels help pinpoint the 
dates of the images. A.P. Critchlow 
Co. was founded in 1853 by Alfred 
P. Critchlow in Florence, Mass. He 
received two patents, October 14, 
1856, and April 21, 1857. He sold 
his interests to David G. Littlefield and in 1858 the 
firm name was changed to Littlefield, Parsons & Co. 
[3] The statement “Patent applied for,” and the lack of 
the first patent year, dates the case to early 1856, pri-
or to receiving the first patent. The photographer, L. 
Bradford Howard, opened his photography business in 
1856 and it ran until 1892.[4] 

Dating the daguerreotype case does not necessar-
ily date the ambrotypes — L.B. Howard, for example, 
may have purchased a stock of the cases and used them 
months or years later. But information about the case 
helps establish a starting date. Since the ambrotypes for 
the couple are in a pre-patented Critchlow case (prior 
to October 1856), and the ambrotypes were taken by 
L.B. Howard, first listed as a photographer in 1856, 
the ambrotypes were probably taken about 1856 (or 
slightly later if the Critchlow cases were old, but no 
later than 1865 when ambrotypes went out of style.) 

Clothing and hairstyles

The man and woman both had hair and dress indica-
tive of 1850s fashions. The man had a collar pointed up, 
with probably a pleated starched bib front, was clean 
shaven, and had hair, parted at the side, that covered the 
ears and was styled in a wave at the center of his fore-
head; the woman had a broad collar, hair with a center 
part which was wide over the ears then drooped down 
over the ears. I showed the ambrotypes to NEHGS staff 
members David Allen Lambert and Julie Helen Otto as 
well as Maureen Taylor, “The Photo Detective,” experts 

in dating historical photographs. They agreed that the 
couple’s style was fashionable in the 1850s.[5]

Identifying the couple

Henry Crapo Howland’s parents, Calvin L. Howland 
and Ada M. Crapo, were too young to be the couple 
in the 1856 ambrotypes. Calvin’s parents, Friend White 
Howland (1811–1874) and Lucy Osborne (1809–1885), 

were too old (45 and 47 in 1856) 
to match the physical appearance of 
the couple.[6] 

Ada Marian Crapo’s parents, 
however, would be an excellent 
match for both age and residence. 
Henry Emerson6 Crapo (Philip5, 
Noah4, Consider3, John2, Peter1) 
(b. Taunton, 30 July 1826 – d. 
Bridgewater, 23 October 1903) and 
Isabella Frances Lannagan/Lankin 
(b. [where?] 25 February 1832 – 
d. Bridgewater, 25 October 1900) 
would have been about thirty and 

twenty-four in 1856, and lived in Bridgewater from the 
1840s until their deaths.[7] The only Bridgewater area 
photographer in the 1850s was L.B. Howard of North 
Bridgewater, the photographer of both ambrotypes. 

The man in the ambrotype, with a slight wrinkle on 
his forehead, appears to be about thirty. The age of the 
woman is slightly more difficult to judge, given her 
pursed expression, but she could reasonably be twen-
ty-four-year-old Isabella, who had married Henry E. 
Crapo at sixteen and had two children by 1856. In 
1855, Henry Crapo was a farmer, but had earlier served 
as baggage master at the Bridgewater Old Colony rail-
road station. With his father he later formed the lini-
ment manufacturing firm of “Philip Crapo and Son,” 
and patented a hoe for agricultural use. Even later he 
worked as a veterinary surgeon for local livestock. [8]

By combining research on the daguerreotype case 
manufacturer, the photographer, hairstyle and clothing 
clues, and the genealogy of Henry Emerson Howland, 
I concluded that the ambrotypes most likely depict 
Henry Emerson Crapo and his wife Isabella Frances 
Lannagan/Lankin of Bridgewater, Massachusetts, and 
were probably taken about 1856.

When Henry E. Crapo died in 1903 — or some-
time before — the ambrotypes were likely given to 
his grandson and namesake, Henry Crapo Howland, 
who in turn named a son Henry Emerson Howland. 
Therefore, as a namesake, Henry Emerson Howland 
likely inherited his great-grandparents’ ambrotypes. 

Henry and Isabella Crapo had two daughters, Isabella 
F. (who never married) and Ada M., both teachers who 

“Ambrotypes were 
invented in 1854 and 
fell out of fashion around 
1865, providing a narrow 
window of time for the 
identification process.”
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attended the Bridgewater State Normal School. Calvin 
L. Howland and Ada M. Crapo had three children, and 
Henry E. Howland had three adult siblings. So if any 

cousins have labeled duplicates of these ambrotypes or 
other images of Henry and Isabella Crapo, please let 
me know!
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